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I FELL OUT OF
THE TRUCK

By:
Bill Jones
Member of Lanes Church - Stilson, GA

My uncle’s old pickup bounced noisily along
the dirt lane leading back to the house. My cousins
and I sat on the tailgate and dangled our feet inches
from the ground. We slumped against each other,
tired from a day in the fields. But the freedom of
the open truck bed and the breeze from the
movement began to revive us. Soon we were
shouting over the truck noise and laughing as each
pretended their intent to push another off the
tailgate.
Sometimes we’d hit a bump and the truck’s
sagging suspension would allow our feet to scrape
the dirt. After the first few times, we began to
make a game of it. We inched closer to the edge of
the tailgate and stretched our legs to see who could
touch the ground the most times and let their feet
slide the longest.
I watched the grass between the ruts moving
steadily by. We weren’t going fast, so it wasn’t
zipping by – just a steady pace. I reasoned that if I
bounced off at that speed, I could just keep my legs
moving and stand up.

That was proven as my feet hit the ground.
Rather than showing any semblance of
uprightness, my back and then my head followed
quickly onto the dirt. I slid awhile, came to a stop,
and lay there in the middle of the road.
My cousins’ shouts alerted my uncle to stop
and they jumped out of the truck and dashed back
to see if I was hurt. The slide tore my shirt and
scraped my back. But thankfully there was nothing
more serious than an impressive goose-egg from
the head banging.
I thought I had it figured out. I knew I was on
the edge but kept inching closer. Surely my plan
would take me through. If I bounced over the line,
I could easily use my own strength to keep straight.
But, as I lay in the road staring up at the sky, it was
clear my own strength had been useless – either to
pre- vent me from falling as I kept tempting
danger, or to hold me up once the boundary had
been crossed.

As we hit the next bump, we all stretched out,
giggling at what by now we understood to be
danger. The second bump next to it surprised us
though. The tires went deep and then quickly back
up. That sent the truck’s rear end into the air. With
that, my rear end bounced off the tailgate, and
when it came down, I was too near the edge to
stop. I scrambled for a handhold but found none.

It’s not unusual for us humans to think we’re
stronger or smarter or quicker than we really are.
We often push the limits in areas such as the
physical, the financial, and our careers. Each
successful dodging of disaster makes us braver and
more self-confident. We inch closer to the edge;
certain we can handle whatever comes our way.
Then a certain combination of bumps hits and we
find ourselves flying through the air, headed for the
ground.

I whooped out a long “Whooooaaaa!” as I
sailed off and flailed my feet in hopes of remaining
upright. But my theory had at least one fatal flaw. I
had not considered the direction I was facing. If a
mishap occurred, I would come off the truck
backward. No matter how good you are, you can’t
run back- ward as fast as forward.

Sadly, it’s not unusual for us believers to also
walk close to the edge, relying on our own
strength. We read in the Book of Judges, Chapter
16, of Samson and Delilah. As she asked him over
and over how he could be defeated, he became
more arrogant in his answers. Finally, Samson told
her cutting his hair would take away his strength.
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That night, Delilah had someone shave
Samson’s head while he was sleeping. When she
cried out that the Philistines were there, he jumped
up thinking he would easily defeat them like many
times before. But he found he had no strength. His
hair had been cut, but the real problem was that
God had left him – and Samson didn’t even know
it. He had toyed with temptation and eventually
crossed the line. Samson quickly found that
without God, his own strength was useless.
“Do not enter the path of the wicked, and do not
walk in the way of the evil. Avoid it; do not go on
it; turn away from it and pass on.” (Proverbs
4:14-15 ESV)
God knows our tendency to think we can
handle temptation on our own, and He knows that
we will fail if we try. His Word has many verses
like this, that warn us with verbs like “avoid”,
“turn away”, “depart” and the one that expresses it
most dramatically – “flee!”
We shouldn’t be walking close to the edge –
we should be running the other way. Our strength
will not keep us from being bounced, pushed or
pulled over the line where temptation gives way to
sin.
But, thankfully, God has not left us to our
own strength. The Bible also contains many verses
that promise He will be our strength. If we take His
warnings to heart and trust in God’s promises and
power, we will find ourselves standing firm. That’s
much more secure than whooping out a
“Whooooaaaa!”, as we flail our feet and hope to
stay out of the dirt on our own.
“Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for
I am your God; I will strengthen you, I will help
you, I will uphold you with my righteous right
hand.” (Isaiah 41:10 ESV)
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LIVING WITH
SAND SPURS

By:
Elder Dean Robbins
Lanes Primitive Baptist Church

And unto Adam he said, Because thou hast
hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast
eaten of the tree, of which I commanded thee,
saying, Thou shalt not eat of it: cursed is the
ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it
all the days of thy life; Thorns also and thistles
shall it bring forth to thee; and thou shalt eat the
herb of the field; In the sweat of thy face shalt thou
eat bread, till thou return unto the ground; for out
of it wast thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto
dust shalt thou return.
Genesis 3:17-19
It was a beautiful autumn day, temperatures
in the upper 60’s with hardly a cloud in the sky. I
thought I would take advantage of this cloudless,
crisp cool day, and take a walk around one of
Brother Wade McElveen’s recently harvested
peanut fields near the Lanes Church. It would
probably be good mile around the field, and I
needed to walk. After a recent visit with a dear
brother and sister, I figured I needed to get an early
start on my new year’s resolution of exercising and
losing weight. For this brother said to me, “Well,
looks like you’ve gained some weight, I see your
jaws look like the jaws of hog eating corn on the
ground”- or something like that! Now, anyone that
knows Brother Willie K., will know the context in
which he said this; and I just laughed! But the
thing is, I know I have gained the weight and I
needed to start exercising more [and eating less!!!].
So, I began my walk, enjoying the scenery
while listening to a commentary of Psalm 30
playing through my Apple ear buds. After exiting
the field, I came to the church and then went inside
the sanctuary for a time of meditation and prayer.
Upon leaving the church and returning to the
church pastorium, it was then I noticed them....a
number of what I’ve always called “sand spurs” on

my pants and also on the laces of my shoes. I did
not remember walking through any tall grass areas,
but it was rather obvious that I had done so. Well,
before entering the house, I sat down on the steps
leading into the house and began to dislodge the
spurs with my fingers. No matter how lightly you
try to remove those spurs, you are going to receive
the pain of “the stick.”
In all honesty, I must say that dealing with all
the sand spurs brought some measure of
dissatisfaction with the otherwise wonderful walk.
When I picked the last spur off of me, I got inside
the house and decided to “google” sand spurs to
find out more information about them and one of
the results was this: “Stopping Sandspurs: 9 things
to know now for an ouchless ...” Well, I wish had
read this before beginning the process of removing
them from my pants and my shoelaces. It was not
an “ouchless” experience.
But as I was thinking about the
inconveniences of dealing with the sand spurs [the
pain!], I was reminded of the passage from Genesis
chapter 3 about the consequences of the fall of man
into sin. Because of Adam’s transgression of God’s
commandment, God said: “...cursed is the ground
for thy sake.” God went on to say: “Thorns also
and thistles shall it bring forth to thee...” Every
farmer is well aware of this curse, dealing with
weeds and all the other difficulties of producing a
crop. God’s beautiful creation became marred
because of the entrance of sin into the world. Adam
and Eve’s beautiful walk in the garden, the garden
given to them by God, was now full of thorns and
thistles.
Brothers and sisters, as we enter a new year,
we do know that co-existing with the beautiful,
cool crisp and cloudless days of life, there are
going to be the sand spurs of affliction and pain.
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We have certainly experienced this in 2020. But
with the aggravating pricks of the sand spurs
caused by our living in a fallen world, yet the
certainty of the Lord’s providence in taking care of
us is truly a balm for the hurts that we will
experience in this coming year.

which there will be no more pain nor sorrows.
Until then, let us enjoy the walk we have now,
enduring the painful pricks of the thorns and
thistles. God bless you all and may He bless His
church in the earth in this New Year!

It is so easy for us to let a good walk in the
beauty of God’s providence become a
discouragement by our having to deal with all the
aggravations the sand spurs of affliction bring our
way. Let us remember though Adam and Eve
suffered the consequences of their disobedience
through the curses that God brought upon them,
yet hope was given to them that one day the curses
would finally come to an end. That hope was to be
seen in the clothes that God provided for them;
clothes made from the skins of the animals that
were sacrificed. Here, God is foreshadowing the
day in which another sacrifice would be
offered - the sacrifice of Jesus Christ. And for the
Elect, through this offering, God would once again
provide clothing for them; it would be clothes of
His righteousness – the righteousness of Jesus
Christ; a righteousness that is imputed to us by
faith; by our belief in the redemptive work of Jesus
accomplished on the cross of Calvary. It is our
being clothed in the righteousness of Christ that
makes our walk in this world an enjoyable one.
Let us enter this new year with a renewed
hope and focus. We know not what sorrows,
afflictions, and general aggravations this year will
bring to us. But we do know that God has
promised to never leave us nor forsake us. We
know that what awaits us when there will be no
more New Years to observe on our calendar’s. We
know there will be walks in the New Jerusalem
where the ground will longer be cursed with the
thorns and thistles. We know the day is coming in
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FOUR
COMMITMENTS
FOR THE NEW YEAR

By:
Elder Pat McCoy
Atlanta Primitive Baptist Church

Well it’s the beginning of a new year again.
It’s that time when many of us make great
promises to ourselves about what we are going to
do in the New Year. Be honest now.
How may of you kept to the diet? How many
of you actually kept going to the gym past APRIL?
— So I am not the only one, am I.
Well, this year I am determined its going to
be different. I have made a couple of New Years
resolutions I know I will be able to keep for the
whole of 2021. I have decided to eat more and
exercise less.
Now I might well be able to keep those kinds
of resolutions, but they wouldn’t make a great deal
of difference to my life, except perhaps to increase
my waist size by several inches. But let’s talk
about some commitments which I guarantee will
make a radical difference in my life and your life if
WE WILL follow through on them. If you will
make four commitments that God in His Word
encourages you to make, I guarantee you that the
start of 2021 could become one of the most
significant events in your life.
Here they are:
1. Commit yourself to forget your failures.
2. Commit yourself to give up your grudges.
3. Commit yourself to restore your relationships.
4. Commit yourself to turn your back on your
transgressions.
FIRST, COMMIT YOURSELF TO FORGET
YOUR FAILURES
2000 years ago Paul gave this advice Phil
3:13-14 “Brethren, I count not myself to have
apprehended: but this one thing I do, forgetting
those things which are behind, and reaching forth

unto those things which are before, 14 I press
toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of
God in Christ Jesus..”
That advice from God’s Word has stood the
test of time. God is saying here that you should not
live your life imprisoned by your past. All of us
have failed in some way in our
lives over the last year.
Probably we won’t see our failures recorded
for history on TV but they are recorded in our
hearts and minds. For many of us our failures are
painful memories. Maybe for you it is a memory of
how you failed in a relationship. Some of you who
are parents probably know that you failed your
children in some way. Many are aware that they
have failed their parents —– and it’s more than
likely that many of us know that We failed
ourselves in some ways. Most certainly we have
failed God someway.
What God’s Word is saying is that we must
not allow ourselves to be bogged down by our past
failures. We must not dwell on our past so that it
stops us from moving forward into the future that
God has for us. I think that the start of the New
Year is a good time for you to rise to that
challenge. To say to yourself, with the help of God,
I am going to forget my past. I am going to stop
torturing myself about what I did or didn’t do.
This New Year is a good time to stop being
chained to your past failures. God doesn’t want
you to go through your life branding yourself as a
failure. On the Cross Christ died so that he could
forgive. When we become Christians that
forgiveness becomes a reality in our lives. When
we have received Christ’s forgiveness it allows us
to forgive ourselves and forget our failures. SO
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COMMIT YOURSELF TO FORGIVE YOUR
FAILURES
SECOND, COMMIT YOURSELF TO GIVE
UP YOUR GRUDGES
Listen to these words from Colossians and
you’ll hear the second challenge for your life IN
2021. Colossians 3:13 “Forbearing one another,
and forgiving one another, if any man have a
quarrel against any: even as Christ forgave you, so
also do ye.”
God in these words is challenging you
directly and personally to give up your grudges.
That is what he means when he says forgive each
other whatever grievances you may have against
one another.
What’s a grudge? A grudge is a deep ongoing
resentment that we cultivate in our hearts against
someone else. A grudge is an unforgiving spirit that
leads to unforgiving attitudes and unforgiving
actions. You know what I am talking about.
Harboring a grudge is ABOUT nursing a dislike
for someone. What you need to know is that
grudges are dangerous because they are
destructive. Grudges destroy marriages, break up
families, ruin friendships, and split churches. Let’s
be honest enough to admit that one of the scandals
of the Church are the grudges that Christians hold
against one another. Today if you know you are
holding a grudge against someone then God has
something to say to you. He says “give it up.” I
want to remind you that grudges are not just
destructive they are also self- destructive. When
you hold a grudge against someone you will hurt
yourself as much and perhaps more than you will
hurt the person you are holding it against.
If you keep harboring a grudge then it will
eventually destroy you, if not physically, certainly

emotionally and spiritually. It will make you a
bitter and twisted person. The book of Job in
chapter 21 describes people who “Have no
happiness at all, they live and die with bitter
hearts.” Do you really want that to be your
epitaph? Do you remember that parable that Jesus
told about the servant who was forgiven a huge
debt by the king and then refused to forgive
someone else a tiny amount? Jesus said his
unforgiving spirit landed him in prison.
Max Luxcado makes this interesting
comment in one his books. He says, “Unforgiving
servants always end up in prison. Prisons of anger,
guilt and depression. God says to you in His word
“don’t sentence yourself to prison.” Set yourself
free. Give up your grudges, “forgive each other
whatever grievances you may have against one
another.” According to God’s Word the way to give
up a grudge is to forgive a grievance.
Notice what God is saying here. He isn’t
asking you to pretend it did happen. He doesn’t ask
you to pretend it didn’t matter. What God asks you
to do is to forgive the grievance.
That means to acknowledge how wrong and
painful what was done to you was but to decide to
forgive the ONE who did the wrong to you. I am
absolutely certain that there are people here who
need to give up their grudges and forgive the
grievance they have against someone else. Some of
you need to forgive the grievance you have against
your parents for what they did or didn’t do. Some
of you need to forgive your children for the same
reason. Some of you need to give up the grudge
you have against someone at work because of the
way they have treated you. Some of you need to
give up the grudge that stems from an argument
you had with someone. Some of you probably need
to give up grudges you have against other people
10

in this congregation. What better time to make that
difficult decision to forgive than the start of a new
year?
Now don’t tell God you can’t forgive,
because what you really mean when you say that is
that you won’t forgive. If Christ can forgive you
your sin despite it involving the pain of the cross
then surely you can give up your grievance
whatever the cost? The question is will you do it?
THIRD, COMMIT YOURSELF TO RESTORE
YOUR RELATIONSHIPS
WHEN you turn some computers on a little
window pops up that asks if YOU want to run a
check to see if YOUR programs are all working
properly. God in his word issues a very similar
invitation. It is the invitation not to check to see if
our computer software is working properly but TO
check whether our personal relationships are
working properly.
Here is how the Lord issues that challenge
Romans 12:18 “If it be possible, as much as lieth
in you, live peaceably with all men.” The important
phrase there is, “as much as lieth in you”, (as far as
it depends on you.)
God by using that phrase is personally
challenging each one of us to do all we can to
restore our relationships. The Lord wants you to do
everything you can to restore any relationships that
have gone wrong in your life. Some relationships
might have gone wrong in your life because of
what other people have done and they might not
want that relationship restored. — God recognizes
that. That is why he starts by saying “If its
possible”

But let’s be honest some of our relationships
have gone wrong because of what we have done
haven’t they? When God’s word says here “as far
as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone”
it is saying if you have caused a rift in a
relationship then you have a responsibility to do
everything you can to restore it. That everything
includes the one thing we all probably find most
difficult, asking for Forgiveness.
Am I the only person who finds it hardest to
say “I am sorry” to the people I am closest too? I
wonder how many marriages represented here are
not all they should be or could be simply because
someone won’t say “I was wrong, I am sorry, will
you forgive me”.
I am certain that some of us who are married
need to ask forgiveness for “ harsh words and
cutting remarks” that have wounded our partners.
Maybe God is saying to some of you that this
change of year is the right time to restore those
relationships you ruined — by going and sincerely
saying that you are sorry for those angry words or
those selfish and thoughtless actions.
Make no mistake it will be hard to do but one
of the most significant things that you can do to
mark the New Year is to admit your past errors in
relationships and humbly seek forgiveness from
the one you have hurt. Will you rise to that
challenge and make a commitment to restore your
broken relationships in this new year ?
FOURTH, COMMIT YOURSELF TO TURN
YOUR BACK ON YOUR TRANSGRESSIONS.
After the Civil War was over and the slaves
had been set free many slaves decided to stay with
their former master and continue to do what they
were told. They were set free but they chose to live
as slaves. The New Testament says that is exactly
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how many Christian choose to live. Christ died to
set them free, the Holy Spirit has given them the
power to be free, but just like those former slaves
they still choose to obey their old master, sin.
Listen to these words from Romans 6:2 “God forbid. How shall we, that are dead to sin, live any
longer therein?”
That is the last challenge that I believe if you
will rise to meet will make this New Year truly
significant for you. When God says “Do not let sin
control the way you live, — do not give in to its
lustful desires” He is issuing the challenge to turn
your back on your transgressions. Christian writers
used to talk about something called— besetting
sins. What they meant by besetting sins were
particular sins that a Christian was prone to do
time and time again. For most of us when we are
saved we give up certain sins easily but there are
other things that we know are wrong that we really
battle with. — Those are our besetting sins. Many
of us end up choosing to give into our besetting
sins and end up living double lives. We give into
that sin time after time and then are overcome with
guilt. Maybe that is how you lived over the last
year, constantly defeated by the same old sin.
ILLUS ...How many of us have physical
things wrong with us? We go to the doctor and he
tells us what to do to cure the problem. But “We
won’t do anything about it - We have just learned
to live with it” That sums up too many Christians
attitude to their besetting sin. They won’t do
anything about it and they learn to live with it. I
have to ask you is your spiritual life crippled
because you have learned to live with a besetting
sin?
Do you have a quick temper that you
constantly give into? Or a tongue that loves to
assassinate other people’s characters or wound

their feelings? Have you learned to live with that
critical judgmental attitude you know is wrong? Is
there a sexual sin that you keep on giving in to?
Have you been going too far with your boyfriend
or girl friend?
Have you been secretly logging on to
pornography sites on the Internet time and time
again? God here in his word challenges you to turn
your back on that sin whatever it is. To stop letting
it control the way you live. To stop giving in to it.
He wants you to stop obeying your old master.
Let’s be clear about this: Jesus death broke
the power of sin, the holy spirit can give us the
power to resist sin and all of that means that you
don’t have to go into this new year still being
defeated by the same old sin. You can have the
victory over it. God says you are no longer a slave
to sin so don’t live like one or act like one.
It all boils down to this: Will this New Year
be just a calendar changing event for you or are
you willing to rise to these challenges from God’s
word and make these commitments and so make it
a life changing event?
Are you willing to make these 4 commitments for
2021?
1. Will you commit yourself to forget your failures?
2. Will you commit yourself to give up your
grudges?
3. Will you commit yourself to restore your
relationships?
4. Will you commit yourself to turning your back
on your transgressions?
This New Year will really be something to
celebrate if you’ll make forgiveness the heart of
what it’s all about for you and to have the courage
12

right here today to forgive yourself and “forget the
past”; to forgive others who have hurt you “and
forgive whatever grievances you have”; to ask for
forgiveness from those you have hurt and “as far as
it depends on you, live at peace with everyone”; to
ask for God’s forgiveness and “No longer be a
slave to sin”.
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GENERAL NEWS

DMI 2021 Budget
The Board of DMI wishes to thank all who
contributed last year to our ministry. We praise God for
His goodness in working through many people through a
most difficult period of time due to the pandemic. We are
seeking God's blessings and your help in this coming year
as we help spread the gospel in the Ukraine and in other
areas. Here is the our budget for 2021.
Pastor’s, ministry leader’s support
[7 people: $2,100.00 per month.]
The funds go for individual support of pastor’s and
ministry leaders and supplement what their local
congregations and ministries cannot afford. DMI’s funds
should never be a full support of the pastor or ministry
leader – we aim the local body of believers take
responsibility for their ministers on the reasonable level.
The list of the pastors and ministry leaders on support will
be revised at the end of the year 2020.
Kids’ ministries and kid’s support
[$900.00 per month.]

The funds of this fund go for a support of various
ministries working with the neglected children – orphans,
kids with disabilities, kids from poor families. The support
could be one-time or lasting for several months based on
the evaluation of each individual need.
Relief Fund
[$1,000.00 per month.]
The funds from this fund are designated for helping
various groups of people in needs. Among them could be
– people living in the war area of the East, people needed
funds for medical treatment, low-income people for
meeting the basic needs. The support for each one
participant of the program could be one-time or lasting for
several months based on the evaluation of each individual
need.
Director’s funds are as follows:
• Personal support of Ukrainian director - $1,000.00 per
month
• Public and communal services of the DMI’s headquarter
up to $300.00 per month.
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• Ministry expenses i.e. trip expenses/fuel, vehicle
maintenance, vehicle insurance, taxations, lodging and
food on the trips, internet and phones, stationaries,
equipment etc. - $1,000.00 per month.
• Assistance fund – up to $700.00 per month. Help to the
ministers, congregations, church members while visiting
with them. Allow to react on small need’s revealed
during the visits.
Total for ongoing budget:
$7,000.00 per month / $84,000.00 per year.
Thank the Lord DMI received a contribution from the
Primitive Baptist Foundation to purchase a Minivan for
our director’s use. He has been using a small car which is
12 years old. Sasha had given the van he had to one of the
ministries DMI supports because they needed it more then
he did. This amount of $15,000 is a great blessing for all.

Mini-Van $15,000
Relief Fund assistance to families $ 2,400
TOTAL WIRE: $40,400

Preachers’ Wives Meeting
The Preachers' Wives Meeting/Retreat usually held in
March at Camp Hillview has been cancelled. We are
planning to gather together for lunch in a centrally
located destination once the COVID virus has declined
enough to make it safe to do so.
Sister Linda Fussell

Funds to be wired by end of the year:
Balance for the budget 2020: $ 9,000
Expenses for January and February 2021: $14,000
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Obituaries
BARNARD, Deloris –
(Widow of Elder Foster Barnard)
Died, December 17, 2020
Union Primitive Baptist Church, Willacoochee, Georgia.

STATEMENT OF FAITH
In accord with the historical position of the Primitive Baptists, the editors of the Banner Herald
subscribe to the scriptural principles stated in the 1689 London Baptist Confession of Faith.
The following is an abbreviated statement upon that confession.

• We Believe the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be the Word of God, inspired and
inerrant, and the only rule of faith and practice.

• We Believe in the only true and living God. That there are three persons in the Godhead, Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost, and that these three agree in one, are coequal, coeternal, and coexistent.

• We Believe in the total depravity of the entire human family; that is, sin pollutes man's faculties; his
heart, mind, and will - and he is unable to recover himself from his lost and ruined estate.

• We Believe in particular, eternal, and unconditional election, the effectual calling of the elect, and the
final perseverance of the saints.
• We Believe Jesus Christ to be the Son of God, the only Savior and Redeemer, and that Salvation is by
His grace alone.

• We Believe that believer's Baptism and the Lord's Supper are the ordinances of the church of Jesus
Christ. We Believe the only baptism taught and recognized in the Bible is immersion.

• We Believe the Lord's Supper is a memorial of our Lord's death and should be regularly observed in
the church. We Believe that the washing of the saint's feet is an example of humility and service to be
observed by the church.

• We Believe that no minister has the right to administer the ordinances of Baptism and the Lord's
Supper but such as are called by God and come under the imposition of hands by a presbytery.

• We Believe in the resurrection of the just and the unjust; that the just shall be raised, changed, and
fashioned like unto the glorious body of the Son of God, to dwell in heaven forever, soul and body
reunited; and, that the unjust shall be raised, soul, and body reunited, and consigned to punishment in
hell forever.

